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Introduction 
Biologcal criteria have been receiving increased na- 
tional attention among the States and from the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The Agen- 
cy has published national program guidance for 
blologcal criteria (US. Environ. Pmt. Agency. 1990) 
and mll require States to develop narrative biologi- 
cal cntena by 1993, evidence that this is a priority 
in its water quality program. 

In Ohio, biological assessments and comqmnd- 
ing evaluation criteria have been used extensively 
since 1980. Use and evaluation of ambient biological 
data underwent an evolutionary process, from nar-
rative descriptions of community attributes in the 
early 1980s to the numerical biological criteria 
adopted into Ohio's water quality standards regula- 
tions in February 1990. 

The way regulatory agencies have assessed and 
managed surface water resources has undergone 
significant changes in the past 10 years. What was 
primarily a system of simple chemical criteria that 
served as surrogates for the biological integrity goal 
of the Clean Water Act has matured into a multidis- 
ciplinary process that includes complex chemical 
criteria and standards for whole emuent toxicity 
and biological community performance. This in-
tegrated approach has allowed surface water 
management programs to focus beyond water 

quality and consider the ourface water resource m a 
whole. 

Simply stated, mntrolling chemical water 
quality alone do- not sure the integrity of water 
resources (Karr et al. 1986; Ohio Envimn. Prot. 
Agency, 1990a); this multa  from the combination of 
chemical, physical, and biological processes (Fig. 1). 
To be truly successful in meeting this goal, we need 
monitoring and assessment tools that measure both 
the interact-hg pmcesses and integrated result of 
these pmcerses. Biological criteria offer a way to 
measure the end result of water quality manage. 
ment efforts and successfully protect surface water 
resources, 

In addition to accurately assessing water 
resource health, the challenge of accounting for rhe 
landscape's natural variability was addressed 
th-ough the use of ecoregions (Omemik, 1987) and 
regional reference sites (Hughes et d.1986. 1990). 
Emregions delineate variability in major landscape 
featurw a t  a level of resolution that is easy to apply 
in statewide water quality standards (Gallant et al. 
1989). Ecoregions in Ohio are transitional: they 
range fmm the flat, extensively farmed northwest 
section to the highly dissected, unglaciated east and 
southeast part of the State (Omemik and Gallant, 
1988). In Ohio, numerical biologcal criteria are or- 
ganized by ecoregion, organism p u p ,  site type, and 
use designation Woder, 1989; Ohio Environ. Prot. 
Agency, 1990b). 



Biological Criteria: Questions 
and concerns 
Although biological assessments have been a part of 
some Stare monitoring efforts for many years, only 
reentiy has the need for and acceptance of ambient 
biological criteria been recognized. In many tradi- 
tional water quality circles, the validity and efficacy 
of biological criteria are often questioned or 
misunderstood. This presents a paradox because 
biological criteria directly express what water 
quality criteria are designed to achieve. 

In an effort to address wme of these concerns, 
we have pased the following five questions about 
biological criteria and answered them with real 
world examples from our experiences in Ohio. 

I .  Are ambient biological measures 
too variable to use in assessing sur- 
face water resources? 
A frequent criticism of ambient biological data is 
that it is subject to natural and anthropogenic 
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variations and therefore tm "noisy" tc funci.on as a 
reliable component of surface water resource 
management. Natural biological systems are vari- 
able and seemingly "noisy," but no more than the 
chemical and physical mmponents that exist within 
them. Certain mmponenta of ambient biological 
data are quite variable, particularly those measures 
at  the population or sub-population level. 

Single dimension community meanves can also 
be quite variable. However, the advent of new 
generation community evaluation mechanisms such 
aa the Index of Biotic Integrity W D  (Kan, 1981; 
Karr et  al. 1986) have provided sufficient redundan- 
cy aa to compress and dampen wme of this 
variability. Rankin and Yoder (1990) examined repii- 
cate variability of the IBI fmm nearly 1,000 sit- in 
Ohio and found it  to be quite low a t  least-impacted 
sites (Fig. 2). CcatXaent of variation (CV) values 
were less than 10  percent at  IBI ranges indicative of 
exceptional biological performance, which in lower 
than that reported for chemical laboratory analyses 
and interlaboratory biosssay variability (Mount, 
1987). Variability as  portrayed by (3values in- 
creased at  the IBI ranges indicative of impaired 
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IBI Range 
Flgure 2.--Cmfflclem of varlatlon (CV) for a nngm of IBI Korar at alter wlth three rampllng W r s u  per year. Boxes 
rhow medlsn. Yth and 75th pererntllar md mlnlmum, mulmum, m d  oulllrr vmlues. 

biological performance. Law variability was found 
for Ohio's Invertebrate Community Index (ICD with 
a CV of 10.8 percent for 19 replicate samples a t  a 
relatively unimpacted test site. Other reseaschars 
have reported similarly low variability with ambient 
biological evaluations (Davis and Lubin. 1989; 
Stevens and Szczytko. 1990). 

Cairns (1986) suggested that differences in 
variability rather than differences in averages or 
means might be the best measure of stress in 
natural systems. Not only is the variability of the 
measures used to implement 'biological criteria low, 
the degree of variability encountered can be a useful 
assessment and interpretation twl. 

Ohio EPA has addressed the variability in- 
herent to biological measures in three general ways: 

1. 	 Variability is compressed through the use of 
multimetric evaluation mechanisms such as 
the LBI and ICI. 

2. 	 Variability is stratified through use of a 
tiered stream classification system, 
ecoregions. biological index calibration, and 
site type. 

3. 	 Variability is controlled through standard 
sampling procedures that address 
seasonality, effort, replication, gear selec. 
tiviv,and spatial coneem. 

Lenat (1990) also described similar approaches 
to mntrolling and thus reducing variability in am-
bient biological samples. 

2. Are biological criteria sufficiently 
sensitive to serve as a measure of 
surface water resource integtity? 
Conceptually, direct biological measures should be 
sufficient to measure water pollution contml goals 
and end paints that are fundamentally biological. 
However. this fact alone is an insuffiaent test of the 
efficacy of biological criteria and attendant assess- 
ment methodologies. Evaluation against currently 
accepted assessment methods is one way to test the 
comparative sensitivity of biological criteria. This 
was accomplished in the 1990 Ohio 305b report 
(Ohio Environ. Pmt. Agency, 1990a1, where mm- 
parisons were made of the relative abilities of 
biological and chemical water quality criteria and 
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In c o ~ p a r i n g  biologcal with chemical water 
qxaiiry criteria, a database was used that consisted 
of 625 waterbody segments. Individual waterbody 
segments averaged 10.6 miles in length (range: 0.5- 
41.2 mi.) and had one or more chemical and biologi- 
cal sampling locations. Biological data consisted of 
fish andlor macroinvertebrate results. Water 
chemistry data consisted of grab samples at an 
average of 3.6 samples per site (range: 1 to I3 
samples) end included parameters commonly 
measured by most ambient monitoring networks. 
(Ambient grab samples usually consist of dissolved 
oxygen, temperature, conductivity, pH, suspended 
solids, ammonia-N, nitrate-N, nitrite-N, total Kjeh- 
dahl nitrogen, phosphorus, and toxics such as 
cyanide, phenolics, mpper, cadmium, chromium, 
lead, nickel, imn, and zinc on an as-needed basis.) 

Ohio's recently adopted biological criteria were 
used to defme biological impainnent and the Ohio 
Water Quality Standards WQS)were used to deter- 
mine exceedances of chemical results. The wm-
parison showed that biological impairment was 
evident in 49.8 percent of the segments where no 
ambient chemical water quality criteria exceedan- 
ces were observed (Fig. 3). Both the biological and 
chemical assessments agreed about impairment (or 
lack there00 in 47.4 percent of the waterbody seg-
ments. Chemical impairment was evident in the 
remaining 2.8 percent of the segments where no 
biological impairment was found. While much of the 
concern expressed about biological criteria has been 
with i t s  p t en t i l l  use to 'dismiss" chemical ex-
ceedances, such as the latter case, the most impor- 
tant fmding of this analysis was with the ability of 
the biota to detect impairment in the absence of 
chemical criteria exceedances. An initial reaction to 
these results might be to view chemical criteria as 
not being sufficiently protective. However, hrther  
analysis of the reasons behind these results shows 
that the stringency of the c h e m i d  criteria is not an 
important issue. In the 49.8 percent of the segmenta 
with biological impairment alone, the predominant 
causes of impairment were organic enrichmentidis- 
solved oxygen, habitat modScation, and siltation 
(60.4 percent of the impaired segments). None of 
these, except very low dissolved oxygen, are 
measurable by direct exceedances of chemical water 
quality criteria. 

Chemicel causes of impairment were 
predominant in a minority of the cases (30.7 per. 
cent). In the absence of chemical criteria exceedan- 
ces from the water column, this cause was deemed 
important because of information such as sediment 
contamination or emuent data that indicated peri- 

Care 11: Ecoregional threshold concentrations for nutrients 
improva the performance 01water chemistry 
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Flgun 3.--&mp.rl.on ofthe abllltlea of blocriteria .od 
chmlcal clltaria to dotoot lmpalnnent of rquatlc !Me 
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odic chemical pmblems not readily detxtable by 
grab sampling. In thia awe,it waa the failure of the 
chemical sampling etlort to detect exceedanma in 
the water column, primarily because of an insu!li- 
cient sampling frequency, parameter coverage, or 
both In many segmenta, both chemical add non- 
chemical causes ocmrd  simultanecusly, resulting 
in cumulative effects evident only in the biological 
results. 

Another important factor to mnsider is that 
chemical criteria in this evaluation are used in an 
ambient application. Thus. factors such as sampling 
frequency, temporal variability, parameter coverage, 
and dilution dynamia can be of equal, if not owr- 
riding, importance as the stringency of the chemical 
criteria. One of the most important applications of 
chemical criteria is as design standards where fac. 
tors such as design flow. and safety factors tend to 
make up for their apparent inadequacies. This isnot 
to say that chemical criteria. can never be too strin- 
gent or lenient. Such situations are likely to arise on 
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The pet-or-ance of the chemical assessment 
reiarive so the bioiog~cal was improved by including 
ecoreqional threshold exceedances for nutrient 
parameters (nitrogen series, phosphorus), for which 
no aquatic life criteria exist (Fig. 3). By using the 
Ohio regional reference site database, threshold 
values for these parameters were established as 
75th percentile ccncentrations. This reduced the fre- 
quency of segments with biological impairment 
alone to 36.4 percent. Again, the reasons are corn- 
plex and were most often related to the coincidental 
m e n c e  of higher nutrient concentrations with 
predominant i m p a d  such as organic enrichment, 
siltation, and habitat modification. Further work 
with ecoregional threshold values for additional 
chemical parametem may enhance the use of sm-
bient water chernisny results for broad scale assesa- 
ments such as the biennial 305b report and 
nonpoint source assessment. 

An initial Amparison was also made with bioas 
say results from43 entities where receiving stream 
biosurvey data was available. The bioassay results 
represent 96-hour acutedefinitive tests of the ef- 
fluent and immediate mixing zone area. In-stream 
biologid impairment was observed in nearly 60 
percent of the comparisons where acute toxicim >2O 
percent was observed only in the effluent (Fig. 4). 

I Bioswey/Effluent Bioassay Comparison: 
Frequency of  Insmam Impairment I

/ .Using Biological Clirnir ~ ~ s e d  1on Huld-lrraicIndisu 
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Flgura 4.--Cornpulron of ma 8bllItla8 of biocrItarl8 and 
acuta blc4S.nl8 to duma 1rnp.lmwnt OI aqcutlc in. 
u a u  at 43 lowtlonr Wmughwt Ohla Fraquany of In- 
strarrn Imp.Cman1 I8 cornparad agalnn: (1) mlflumnt 
toxlclty >20 parent only; (2) aMumt md mWng zon8 
toxlclty >20 parcant: and (3) no toxlcy ( d o  prcam). 

For the easesawhere >20 percent mortality was 
observed in both the eflluent and mixing zone, 8 of 
10 comparisons showed in-stream biological impair- 
ment. In the remaining cases where no signiticant 
mortality (r20 percent) of bioassay organisms was 
observed, biological impairment was observed in 7 
of 10 comparisons. Again, the reasons for these dis- 
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crepancies k-e conpiex but similar so :he previoujiy 
discussed compafiwn where biological impaiment 
was obaemed in the absence of chemicsl crikria ex. 
ceedances. Although mom detailed analysis of these 
comparieons is needed, there was a general relation- 
ship between the severity of the biosseay toxicity 
and the W n c e  of in-stream biological impair- 
ment (Ohio Environ. Rot. Agency,1990a). 

3. By using a regional reference site 

approach for establishing biological 

m'ten'a, are aquatic life goals being 

set too low? 

The debate about how attainable condition should 
be defined began in the 1970s with diecussions on 
how to define and meanurn the Clean Water .kt goal 
of biological integrity. Initial attempts failed to bring 
about a puantitative approach (Ballantine and 
Guarrain, 19751, but an acceptable definition was 
eventually forthcoming. Thin haa been refened to ar 
the operational definition of Karr and Dudley 
(1981), which ea~nt in l Iy  translates into the 
%iological performance and characteristics ex-
hibited by the natural habitats of a region." 

This provides the theoretical basis for designing 
a regional monitoring network of least impacted ref- 
erence sites (Hughes a al. 1986) from which quan-
titative, numerical biological criteria can be derived 
The specific appmaeh used by Ohio is discussed 
elsewhen (Ohio Envimn. PmtAgency, 1987,1989a; 
Yoder, 1989). The rnethcda used to select and 
monitor reference ah, calibrate the biologid 
evaluation mechanism. (IBI,ICD, and set the 
ecoregional biological criteria are inherently conser- 
vative and guard againat biases that m y  result in 
uaderproteaive biological critaria 

Reference-site selection guideliuer are necer 
sarily qualitative and an h i e d  in detail in 
Whittier et  al. (1987) and Ohio EPA (1987, 1990b). 
In Ohio, which has had extermive lnndscape distur-
bance, the gonl k to select least impacted water- 
sheds to serve M a reflection of the currentday 
biological potential. Refemrim sites are selected ac- 
cording to stream aize, habitat characteristics, and 
the absence of dimt point source or ob.ious non-
point source pollution impacta 

The Yeast impaaedness" of reference sites in 
the erknsively disturbed Humn/Erie Lake Plain 
(HELP)ecoregion of northwest Ohio is much dif-
ferent from thnt in the lecu-disturbed Western Al-
legheny Plateau (WAP) ,of southeastern Ohio and 
the other three -regions. Such background condi- 
tions can be unique to each region and. as such, 
define the presentday potential. 



.A &.--.-c:sm.d... : k s  ~p=r?achis that it relegates 
:i-ese areas to 5e1ngno ber:er that they are present. 
!y. However. an important element of regional refer-
ence sites is the re-monitoring effort designed to 
take place once wery 10 years after which any 
changes in the background potential can be 
reflected in the calibration of the biological evalua-
tion mechanisms.. the biological criteria, or both. 
This maintenance effort will ensure that the biologi-
cal criteria do not underrate the attainable biologi-
cal periormance within each region of the State. 

The method of calibrating the biological evalua-
tion mechanisms, such as  the IBI and ICI also 
protects against underprotective criteria that might 
result from including possible suboptimal reference 
sites. The calibration methods for the IBI as  
specified by Fauxh  et al. (1984)include plottingref-
erence site results for each IBI metric against 
drainage area (a reflection of stream size). The fust 
step is to draw a ,maximum species richness line, 
beneath which 95 percent of the data points acur. 
This represents the line beneath which the area of 
the graph is trisected resulting in the 5, 3, and 1 

scoe;.g cereria common :o each of the 12 IBI 
metrics (Fig. 5 ) .  

The Ohio EPA ICI for macroinvertebrates is 
calibrated in a similar manner, except that the area 
beneath the 95 percent line is quadrisected in con. 
formance with the6, 4, 2, 0 scoring configuration of 
the 10 ICI metrics (Fig. 5).  Where the 95 percent 
line is drawn is controlled by the upper surface of 
points that represent the best results obtained 
statewide for that metric. Thus, the influence of any 
sub-optimal or marginal data (whether these are 
due to unknown impacts or pmr  sampling) in the 
calibration of the IBI or ICI is virtually nil. This 
technique induces an inherent .element of conser-
vatism into the eventual biological criteria. 

When the biological indexvalues for the IBI and 
ICI are calculated for each reference site sample, 
the biological criteria for e a * ,index can then be 
derived. This process is not entirely mechanical and 
involves making some value judgments about how 
biological criteria will be selected. Ohio's water 
quality standards specify a tiered system of aquatic 
life use designations, each with a narrative defini. 
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tion that specifies the biological at-
tributes that waters attaining that 
use should exhibit. For the 
warmwater habitat (WWl3 use 
designation, which is the most com-
monly applied aquatic life use in 
Ohio, the 25th percentile value of 
the reference site results was 
selected as the applicable biological 
criterion. Ohio EPA decided that 
most of the reference results should 

I 10 loo 1000 be encompassed by this base level 
use for Ohio's inland riven and

DRAINAGE AREA (SQ MI) streams. Also, by excluding a frac-

1 4  
tion of the reference results, any 
unintentional bias induced by sub-

12u optimal or marginal results caused 
X 10 by facton that were not apparent in< 

8 
the initial selection process would be 

> minimized or eliminated. 

~t When the insigniffcant depar-
2 4 

ture tolerances for each index are 

= 2 
considered. less than 5 to 10 percent 
of the reference results fail to attain 

o the biological criteria for the WWH 
1 10 100 1000 10000 use. For instance, insignificant 

DRAINAGE AREA (SQ MI) departure from IBI and ICI values 
are 4 units each (Ohio Environ. Pmt.Flgure 5.-Example of the lechnlque usrd to callbrttm the Index of 81otlc In-

tagrlty (161) and the lnvertebratr Community Index (ICI) for the metrlcr of Agency, 1982. If the ecoregion IBI 
each lndsx. me numbr of fish apeclet vs. dralnage area ior headwaters and criterion is 42, a value of 38 would 
wadlng .Its types (top panel) and number of may-flytax1 vt. drainage area be considered to attain the biological
(bonorn panel) demonstrate the use of the 95 percent maximum tlne and (he criterion but would be regarded as 
trlrectlon and quadrlssctlon methods used to establlah the IBI and ICI metrlc 
scorlng crltcrla. 

100 
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Th:s process is similar to the use of safety fac. 

:or; ?or toxicologcal applications and has previous 
 4. Are the data collection costs .precedents such as using the 75th percentile pH. 
temperature, and hardness to derive design un- associated with biosurveys and 
ionized ammonia-nitrogen and heavy metals biological criteria unduly expensive? 
criteria, 20 percent mortality for bioassay results, or 
even using the 10" risk factor for carcinogens. In Ambient biological assessments have had the unfor. 

this sense, the 25th percentile acts as  a safety factor tunate reputation of being time-consuming, inten- 

in the derivation process. Because of unique 	 sive, and expensive. ORentimes, this reputation 
been a deterrent to using biosweys in assessingproblems with selecting reference sites in the highly 	
surface water resources and in promoting surrogate 

HELP ecoregion' a different 	 methods of assessment W.S. Environ. Prot. Agency,(upper 10 percent of all sites) was used to set the 
WWH biocriteria. The approach of setting at- 1985). 

tainable biological criteria is stratified by ecoregion The issue of cost has been addressed extensively 
(WWH use), site type for fsh, and a tiered system of in Ohio, where we have mmpared the relative 
aquatic l i e  use designations (Fig. 6). Rules for resource requirement8 of ambient chemical a s s e s  
determining use attainment also provide ment, bioessays, and b iosweys  employing both fith 
safeguards: full attainment of a use requires and macminvertebrates (Ohio Environ. Pmt. Agen- 

cy, 1990~).This comparkon found that, 
Hierarchy of Biocriteria for entity evaluation and stream SUP 
in the Ohio WQS veys, biosurveys employing both tish 

and macroinvertebrates were cost.mm- 
petitive with ambient chemistry and ef- 
fluent bioassays (Table 1). While 
biosurveys may be comparable in terms 

HEADWATER of cost, it does not seem prudent to view 
these data in a mmpetitive sense. 
Rather, the integrated use of all tools k 
necessary to ensure acnvacy of evalua- 
tion and hence regulation. The well- 

WAP worn metaphor of the three-legged 
stool is still appropriate. 

MWHCCHANNEL 
MINING (WAPp A renewed focus on ambient 

1 -nmt-- . l* .~- .~krk. -
:-,.w ,,->~..r~ biological assessment methods has 

L 
Figure 6.--Hierarchy of biological crfleria in the Ohio water quality stand- resulted in the development of cost.ef- 
ards was) showlng organization by ecoreglon, orgurlsm group. ~ I O I O ~ I -fective strategies that yield reli- 
cal lndox, $It. type (flsh). WQS-use designltlon, a d  modiflutlon type for able and accurate information. Ac-
tha modifled warmwater habitat use. The process above beglns In the curacy and reliability must accompany 
HELP ecoregion and extends from left to right through the flshmd macro- the cost effectiveness of the chosen a p  
invertebrate blocriteria. The ICt (Statewide) and 181 (boat-1110 type) preach. The impfiance of this concept 
portrayad and extend to the pouible aquatlc life u u  cholur and the is partially illustrated by an analysis of 
modification types possible for the WWH use. The possible pathways are 
the same for each of the other four ecoregionr in Ohio. the different acnrrades iherent to 

narrative and numerical biological aa-

Table 1.-Comparison of the coat of ambient chemical. bioassay, and biosurvey assessment on an entity and 
stream survey evaluation basis, using cost data from Ohio EPA in FFY 1987 and 1988. This is based on an 
example that includes three point sources discharging to a medium-sized river in an urban and rural sening in-. .onlo. 
CATEGORY 	 CHEMICAL 810SURVEY BIOASSAY 

Survey cos: 
527.450 li.daylZ 

SovICe -.e 2;s: CI ~-CIOF:C~I ICnfoEovtmn. Pro,. Agency.d b n ~ ~ ) ~ ! n g  1990~1 

9 6 . 6 ~ ~ 1 
ee'.-l8ve lest us809 CenOaaonnta ana latncaa mlnna* 

::.dau 2~::s 2-:cnic :err urmg a 2a.nour comoorte sample 



ies j~ .enr j .5 e  evai2ar:or.s yeided by Ohio's n m a - The predominant ermr orientation of the nara-
ave rnacrcinver.+brate cnteria used from 1979 to tive approach was to rate sites better than they 
1986 and the ICI calibrated by using regional refer- were as determined by a calibrated evaluation 
enw sites were compared across more than 400 sites mechanism. While it  may seem prematura to as-
sampled between 1981 and 1987. sume that the ICI in more accurate, the fact that it 

The results indicated that the narrative a p  is a mdtimetric evaluation mechanism designed to 

preach overraced sites as being better than indi- pmdufa the of the narrative wtem,  but 
cated by the calibrated ICI (Fig. 7). The narrative with g r ra6 r  ~rffision, and that it  extracts informa-
approach rated as 'good" (attaining the WWH use) tion directly h m the regional reference sites argues 

36 percent of sites classified by the ICI as impaired, in favor the *ICI. 
and as "Iair," 21 percent of sites classified Ypoof by The narrative evaluation s ~ t e m ,on the other 
the ICI. Only 1.3 percent of sites rated "poof by the hand. relies on the but professional judgment of the 
narrative method were classified Yaif by the ICI. biologist -6 a completed a m p l e  sheet by 

eye aided by single dimension 
attributes such a. number of 

3s taxa and a diversity index. An 
30 - initial evaluation of Ohio EPA 

r 6ah community narrative 
M 2s -

GOOO/EXCEPTIONAL 
evaluations and Ohio Depart-

8 
R 20 - INCORRECTLY ment of Natural Resounw 
o RATED-SCOW Scenic Rivers volunteer monitor-
* 7s -
s ing data m a l e d  similar but 

,a - mom pronounced biases. Hilsen-
E 
s hoff (1990)remgnized that sucb 

s - OD- aaseasmenta, although 
lesll expmiva, result in 1BI. 
precim and diepiminating 
rrsultr. 

The impact of the type of 
biological evaluation used can be 
quit0 striidng, particularly in 
bmad-scale assevrmenta such as 
the biennial 30% rep*. In the 
1986 Ohio 305b report, judg-
mentr about use impairments 
wen based largely on narrative 
biological asaeasmentr State-
wide renultr included: 

Nonattsiuingw a t v s  at 9 

POORNERY POOR m n f  
E 
~l Partfal attainment at  30 
0 3 0  pemnf and 

. . 
S INCORRSCTLI 

T 
Full attainment at  61 

E S -
s pvcen t  

In 1988,Ohio used quantita-
o . , tiw, numerical biological

0 ' 0  20 30 40 50 'O criteria employing multimetric 
Flgura 7.--frequency dlrtrlbullon ol ICI rcoror famore t h n  400 l l t u  nhd &alution mechanisms b d o n  
ExcaplloruUGood. Falr, and PoorNq  P o a  ualng tha qwlltattn, namttw a ~~dreferrna s ib  deriva. 
bloultatlr davaloprd In 1980 compand to lha ICI BlocMarla b a r d  on tlw tion proces. watorbodies
roglonrl. refrcanca slim approach. The solld ban are :Itas that wm lnconrstty 
rated by tha ~ r r a t l v asystem vs. lha ICI scorlnp dwlvod trom a numule, e a s e d  in the 1986 305b report 

rmpfonal.raieranco alte ryrtam were rebvaluated in addition to 
the new assessmenu mmpleted 
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The mark& increase in zonattaining waters be-
ween 19% and 1988 'was not wholly a result of 
poorer water quality but rather the different 
methods employed. Not only were the numerical 
criteria capable of more accurately assessing im-
pairment, but the types of environmental problems 
that could be assessed were expanded to include 
more subtle nonchemical and nontoxic chemical im-
pacts. In this example, the same data were anslyred 
in different ways. The aforementioned discrepancies 
lvould likely have been further mmpounded if 
methods of data collection had also changed 

This example not only illustrates the usefulness 
of the regional reference site approach, but also the 
importance of making the correct initial data collec-
tion decisions early in the monitoring process. A 
misplaced preoccupation with minimizing the cost of 
data collection could have some unfortunate mnse-
quences larer in the process. 

5. Does the collection and analysis 
of biosurvey data delay NPDES per-
mits? 
This question is more rhetorical than real since the 
lack of ambient environmental data seldom super-
sedes a regulatory agency's schedule for issuing Na-
tional Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES) permits. However, if the proper organiza-
tion of monitoring and NPDES issuance is achieved, 
neither need be a major concern. 

Recently, Ohio implemented a rotatingfive-year 
basin appmach to monitoring and NPDES permit 
reissuance. This appmach allows enough lead time 
to ensure that biosurvey and other important infor-
mation such a4 bioassays, chemical data, and Fonn 
2C are available in time to support the drafting and 
issuance of NPDES permits. In Ohio, bw-y data 
are deemed necessary for only a fraction of the 
NPDES permits issued. Prioritization and direction 
of resources are also important'since resources are 
insufficient to monitor everywhere. 

Within the five-year appmach, some issues are 
evaluated every five yeam whereas other issues are 
evaluated on a lo-year or even 15-year rotation. In-
evitably "fire drills" do occur and are'responded to 
as needed. Ohio EP.4 can respond to specific re-
quests-including both f ~ hand macroinvertebrate 
field sampling, laboratory analysis, and data 
processing according to Ohio EPA protocols and pro-
cedure-n a one-week turnaround schedule [Ohio 
Environ. Prot. Agency, 1967. 1989b3. 

Conclusions 
While the value and need for biolog~calassessment 
have recently been recognized (US. Environ. Prot. 
Agency, 1990), many questions remain mncerning 
the detmls of deriving and including biological 
criteria in State water quality standards regula-
tions. Ohio EPA has attempted to answer five of the 
most commonly asked questions about the States' 
biological criteria. Some of the most important find-
ings efforts have been: 

Biological criteria have a bmad ability to 
assess and characterize a variety of 
chemical, physical, and biological impacts 
and detect cumulative impaets; 

Biological and integrated chemical-toxicity 
assessments can serve a broad range of 
environmental and regulatory programs, 
including water quality standards, NPDES 
permitting, nonpoint source management 
and assessment, nahual resource damage 
ussessment, habitat protection, and any 
other surface watar efforts where aquatic life 
protection is a goal; 

Integrated approaches to surface water 
resource assessment yield more 
environmentally accurateresults, 

Nontoxic and nonchemical causes of 
impairment predominate in Ohio; and 

Narrative and numerical-based biological 
assessment approaches differ widely in 
precision and aauracy. 

The latter tinding seems particularly important 
given the policy coneerna about use of biosurvey 
data and biological criteria in the regulatory 
pmceu. EPA favon an independent approach in the 
application of chemical-speeitIc, bioassay and 
b iowvey results N.S. Envimn. Prot. Agency, 1990). 
O then  have proposed a weight-ofsvidence a p  . 
proach, where the weight given to any one assess-
ment tml is considered site-spedfically in a 
risk-based management pmcess (Ohio Environ. 
Prot. Agency, 1989~).Based on the results of the 
narrative-numerical comparison, it w u l d  seem pru-
dent to require independent application for narra-
tive-based biological assessments, given the error 
tendencien of that approach. However, a diiretion-
ary use of the weight-of-evidence approach could be 
granted for States that have a M y  developed 
numerical approach based on regional reference 
sites and multiple organism groups. 

States are required to include at least narrative 
biological criteria in their water quality standards 
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.-2,. :-:-I-?l;?l.2pcen: oi a numerical approacir Ohio Envlronmenral Prn~eclon . b n v .  !98i. Bioloecal 
:; :or ,mar.ca:cd. However, basing policy discretion Cr.rena for the Prorccion of.Aauatic Life: Val. 11. U-r.,--.-
on :he strer.a;n of :he biological assessment a p  Manual !or Biolopcd Field .baesarznt of Oluo Surlace 

Waters. Dlv. Wavr Qud. ! d o r ~ w r . h u e ~ . ,  Sri-feLe Water 
proach could serve as an incentive for States to Senion. Columbu. OH. 
develop a numerical system if they want to use the -.
 1 9 8 9 ~Addendum w Biological Criteria for the Fbtec-
weight.of-evidence policy. This would not only result 
in a more powerful and environmentally accurate 
assessment tool for the individual States and EPA 
but would provide maximum flexibility within the 
entire water program. Thus, development of the 
more detailed numerical system would benefit both 
EPSs and individual State's envimnmental aware- 

tion of Aquac Life: Ussra' Manual Tor Biological Fie1d.b 
v u m e n t  of Ohio Surface Waten. Div. Water prul. 
PlannJheu . .  Surface Water %on. Columbua. OH. 

-. 1989b. B io iodd  Criteria for the RDtKtion d-tic 
Life: Val. III. Standardired Biolodd Neld Sam~linn and 
Laban toy  Method. for h e s d i g  Piah md M & i & e r -  
tebrate Communities. Div. Water QurL Pl-i-.. 
Ecol. ha.Section, Cclumbu., OH. 

-. 

-. 

-. 

-. 

1989~.  Ohio EPA Policy for Implementing Chuniul 
Spadfiz Waur Quality Bued Emuent Limitr and Whole 
Emuant W a t y  Conk& in NPDES Permit.. Div. Water 
PoUut. ConmUWavr Wl. Plann. h~..Columbus, 
OH. 


1990a Ohio Warn R c x r w  Invenwrg. Et.c.S-


ness and program flexibility. 
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